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Content Analysis of Violence Appearing in Japanese News Programs: 

Its Characteristic Features Compared to 

the Real World and Other TV Genres 
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The purpose of this study is to analyze Japanese TV news programs to determine the level of 
violent cont巴ntand to examine its relation to patterns of violence in th巴 realworld， The study 
also巴xaminesthe difference betwe巴nnews programs and other TV program genres-drama， 

animation， and vari巴ty-usinga content analysis method develop巴dby the National Television 
Violence Study. Fifty-four hours of TV news programs broadcast in Tokyo b巴tweenJ an uary 13 
and 19， 2004， were selected and ass巴ssedby coders. Resulting news items on crime were the most 
frequently observed programs， and no correspondences were found between low rates of arrest 
and high rates of murder， with the patterns in the real world. These patterns may increase the 
likelihood that viewers perceive the real world negatively. Compared with the contextual 
patterns of other TV genres， news programs focused most frequently on punishing violence. 
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Introduction 

Previous studies revealed that television 

violence negatively inftuences the viewers， 

and that the effect depended on the contex-

tual characteristics of violent content. For 

example， the depiction of reward and pun 

ishment for violent behavior inftuences the 

viewer's learning of aggressive behavior 

(Bandura， 1965; Bandura， Ross， and Ross， 

1961， 1963)， and the depiction of extensive 

violence， such as the depiction of blood and 
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body parts， is likely to either frighten view-

ers or decrease their sensitivity to violence 

(Potter and Smith， 2000; Linz， Donnerstein， 

and Penrod， 1988). According to these stud-

ies， it is important to examine the contextual 

characteristics of violent TV programs in 

order to investigate the effect of television 

violence. 

Content analyses have examined the con-

textual characteristics of violence depiction 

in TV programs， but， most of these studies 

analyzed the violence in fictional programs， 
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and there are few studies of violent televi 
sion news (e.g.， Johnson， 1996; Potter et al.， 
1997). 

However， the e任ectof violence shown on 
television news may have a greater impact 
than that on fictional programs because tele 
vision news reports violent incidents that 
occur in the real world. Berkowitz and Ali 
oto (1973) found that when the violence was 
perceived to be real by the viewers， it might 
elicit more viewer aggression. Moreover， 

news programs are likely to be accepted as 
refl.ecting reality， and to the extent of vio-
lence contents in news programs， viewers 
would negatively perceive the real world 
(Doob and MacDonald， 1979). 

Our research project， The Japanese Televi 
sion Violence Study (JTVS， 2003-2007)， 

used the content analysis method developed 
by the National Television Violence Study 
(NTVS， 1996-1998)， the largest study of me-
dia content ever undertaken， and analyzed 
the violence shown on Japanese television 
programs including both fictional programs 
and regularly scheduled news programs. 
Suzuki， Sado， and Sakamoto (2004) ana-

lyzed 18 Japanese television news programs 
and suggested that the coding system avail-
able for fictional programs could be applied 
to news programs. Using the method of 
Suzuki et al. (2004)， Horiuchi， Sado， Suzuki， 

Hasegawa， and Sakamoto (2006) analyzed 
Japanese television news and examined one 
contextual characteristic， the depiction of 
punishment for violence. They found that 
the news programs depicted the punishment 
for violence more than programs of other 
TV genres. However， Horiuchi et al. (2006) 

did not report other contextual characteris-
tics of violent content， except for the depic-
tion of punishment， and did not compare the 
characteristics to the other TV genres 
broadcast d uring same period and the real 
world 
In this study， we analyzed the other con 

textual characteristics and examined the re-
lation of violent news to patterns of violence 
in the real world， in order to examine the 
potentiality of violent news effects on 

viewer's aggression， fear， and perceptions of 
reality. The data of the other TV genres， 

compared with the data of television news in 
this study， was taken from JTVS data (Saka 
moto， 2006). 

METHOD 

Objects of analysis 
We recorded television programs broad 

cast in Tokyo between January 13 and 19， 

2004. The main news topics of this record-
ing period were the dispatch of Japanese 
Self-Defense Forces to Iraq and avian in-
fl.uenza. We selected 54 hours of television 
news programs from the recorded television 
programs. News programs were defined as 
regularly scheduled news programs that re-
ported current events or situations. 

Coding manual and code form 
The coding manual and the code form in 

Suzuki et al. (2004) were used. The coding 
manual developed by the NTVS was trans-
lated into Japanese， and altered for applica-
tion to Japanese television programs. 

Definition of violence 
The same definition of violence was used 

as the NTVS (1996-1998)，“Evidence of a 
credible threat of physical force or actual 
use of such force intended to physically 
harm or intimidate an animate being or 
group of beings. Violence also includes cer-
tain depictions of physically harmful conse-
quences against an animate being that occur 
as a result of violent means." 

Level of analysis 
In the NTVS (1996-1998)， television pro-

grams were analyzed at three levels-pro 
gram， segment， and violent incident. Seg-
ment was defined for reality shows as，“a 
coherent part of a broadcast， a partitioned 
narrative within a program that exhibits 
unity within itself and separation， by topic 
andjor central focal character， from other 
segments within a program." In this study， 

two NTVS (1996-1998) levels， segment and 
violent incidence， were used in news pro-
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Table 1 Analysis items 

Issue Categories 

Topics politics， war and force， business， crime， entertainment and sports， family， 

leisure， man.made disaster， other 

Location Europe， Russia， Middle East， Africa， Asia (excluding ]apan)， North Am巴nca，

Middle and South Am巴rica，]apan， Unknown 

Means of violence physical， unconventional weapon， conventional weapon (non.firearm)， 

conventional weapon (日rearm)，h巴avyweaponry 

Reward self.praise， prais巴 fromothers， material r巴ward

Punishment self.cond巴mnation，cond巴mnationby others， non.violent reactions， violent 
reactions 

Graphic: viol巴nceacts not d巴plCt巴d，close.up shots， long shots， not applicable (the depiction of 
credible threat 01' physically harmful consequence) 

Blood and gore none， littie， moderate， gratuitous， not applicable (the depiction of credible 
threat) 

Crime murder， robbery， viol巴nceand bodily harm， intimidation and extortion， rape 

gram analysis. 

Analysis items 

Table 1 lists the items analyzed and re-

ported in this paper. All items were coded at 

the segment level. 

Topic αnd locαtion: The main topic and 

location of the news were examined. Details 

of the issues are presented in Table 1. 

Meαns of violence: 1n ]apan， guns are 

rarely used in the commission of crimes. 

According to criminal statistics， guns were 

used in less than 0.5% of all crimes in ]apan. 

This study examined whether the means re 

ported on ]apanese television news corre 

sponded to the patterns in the real world. 

Rewαrdαnd punishment: According to so-

cial learning theory (Bandura， 1973)， re 

warded violence fosters the learning of ag 

gression and lowers the inhibition of vio-

lence. 1n contrast， punished violence reduces 

the learning of aggression and inhibits vio-

lent acts. However， unpunished violence in-

creases viewer fears about violence. This 

study examined patterns of reward and pun 

ishment and compared them with those of 

the real world 

Grα:phic violence: Television news pro-

grams may contain graphic violence be 

cause it is very useful for highlighting the 

cruelty of reported events. However， view 

ing extensive violence is likely to either 

frighten viewers or decrease their sensitiv-

ity to violence. 

1n the NTVS (1996-1998)， graphic vio・

lence was examined by issue， close-up shots 

depicting violent acts， and the blood and 

gore portrayed in violent scenes. This study 

applied these criteria in its examination of 

graphic violence in news programs 

Procedure 

Twenty-five university students worked 

as coders. They attended 20 hours of initial 

training to learn coding criteria， and then 

each coded television news programs at 

home 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A total of 57 television news programs 

(54.5 hours) was coded. Four programs were 

chosen among them， and coding reliability 

was checked between coders. The concor 

dance rate for violent incidents was 0.88， 

and the rate for segment was 0.91. 

Incidence of violence in news 

1n total， 42 television news programs con-

tained violence， 73.7% of all television news 

programs coded. Seventy-six segments con 
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tained violence， and 131 violent incidents 

were found in television news programs (2.9 

violent incidents per hour). 

News programs contained more violent in-

cidents than other TV genres except drama 

and animation (Sakamoto， 2006; Table 2). 

Table 2 Amount of viol巴nce

Violent Programs Programs 
incidents contal11l11g analyzed 
per hour violence (minutes) 

News 2.9 42 57 
(3，270) 

Drama 6.6 24 27 
(1，483) 

Variety 2.4 16 33 
(1，913) 

Animation 10.5 17 25 
(543) 

Kids' 2.6 15 53 
programs (861) 

Note: The data of other TV genres taken from 
Sakamoto (2006). 

Topic and location 

Violence was observed in various news 

topics: crime (35.3%)， war and force (19.6%)， 

leisure (13.7%)， show business and sports 

(7.8%)， international and national politics 

(7.8%)， family (3.9%)， and business (2.0%). 

Violent events in Japan were frequently 

broadcast in news programs (66.7%). The 

violence in the Middle East was televised 

because the war was located in 1raq (14.7%) 

Comparison between the violence in televi-

sion news and other TV genres 

This study compared the characteristics 

of violence in Japanese news programs with 

those in other TV genre programs broadcast 

during the same period (Sakamoto， 2006). 

The value of other TV genres， compared 

with the news programs， was the total value 

of the other four TV genres (Sakamoto， 

2006). 

Rewαrdαnd punishment: 1n news pro-

grams， low rates of reward were broadcast 

Table 3 Comparison of violence contextual variables in tel巴visionnews and other TV genres 

N巴ws Other (Sakamoto， 2006) 
Issue Categories 

n % N n % N 

R巴ward:Self-prais巴 Depicted 4 5.3% 76 7 3.1% 223 
None 73 94.7% 216 96.9% 

ー ーーーーー ーーー ー ー‘・ 圃圃圃圃 晶晶晶--._-_.-- 轟轟轟轟 轟---- ------ 晶晶ーー轟轟轟轟轟a 晶ー ーー 晶晶 a ーーーーーーーーーーー

Reward: Praise/other D巴picted 9 11.8% 76 13 5.9% 222 
None 67 88.2% 209 94.1% 

“‘ ー・ ・・・ a・・ー. 骨骨骨- .......... 晶晶.‘争晶..__..._--‘亭 晶‘晶 晶‘・‘‘・ ‘圃 圃圃圃圃圃圃圃圃圃 圃圃圃圃

Reward: Material praise Depicted 8 10.5% 76 3 1.3% 223 
None 68 89.5% 220 98.7% 

.‘ 晶晶 亭晶争晶骨亭晶 .-‘晶‘・‘.. ‘・ 4島+・・ー・._.-‘ ・a・ -_.......炉・・・・ .......合 唱. ・・・ a・・・・ 一・ 一・・・ a・ー・・ 4・・・ ・・

Punishment Depicted 34 44.7% 76 40 17.9% 223 
None 42 55.3% 183 82.1% 

圃 圃圃 圃圃 圃圃 圃圃 晶圃圃晶圃圃圃圃圃圃圃圃圃 圃圃圃圃圃圃晶晶圃 a ・a・・・・ a 圃圃 晶晶 ・・・・ ・・ー ーー・ー...

Graphic: Violence acts Not depicted 28 36.8% 76 11 5.0% 221 
Close-up shots 5 6.6% 55 24.9% 
Long shots 22 28.9% 131 59.3% 
Not applicable 21 27.6% 24 10.9% 

ーー.合唱・・・・・・・b・・合，・ー ・.. 一 ・・・・ ._.-“‘

Blood & gore Non 59 77.6% 76 178 81.7% 218 
Little 2 2.6% 11 5.0% 
Moderate 7 9.2% 13 6.0% 
Heavily 。 0.0% 2 0.9% 
Not applicable 8 10.5% 14 6.4% 

Note目 Thedata of other TV genres taken from Sakamoto (2006)“n" means the fr巴qu巴ncyof each 
category that appear巴din the segments “N' means the amount of segments contained viol巴nc巴

content“Punishment" means that the segment contain巴d巴itherof self.condemnation， condemnation by 
others， non-violent reactions， or violent reactions. 
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(21.1 %). This pattern was similar to that in 

other TV genres (Table 3). 1n contrast， in 

news programs， punished violence occurred 

at almost the same rate as unpunished (pun 

ished， 44.7%; X2=0.842， df=l， p=0.359). 

However， this pattern in the news was not 

observed in other TV genres (Table 3). Note 

that punishments depicted in the news were 

not only for crime， but also for other reasons 

such as war and force， national politics， 

show business， and sports. Therefore， com-
pared with other TV genres， the violence in 

television news exhibited characteristics 
that might reduce the risk of learning ag-

gression and could inhibit violent acts. 
Grαphic violence: Close-up shots and 

blood and gore were rarely broadcast in 
news programs. This pattern corresponds to 

other TV genres (Table 3). 

Correspondence with the real world 

This study compared the characteristics 

of violence reported in crime news with 

]apanese crime statistics in Tokyo for ]anu-
ary 2004 (Metropolitan Police Department， 

2004). 

Types of crime: Figure 1 depictscrimes re-

ported on television news and statistics. The 

murder rate reported in television news was 

much higher than in the real world. 1n con-

trast， the rates of violence and bodily harm 

on television news were much lower than 

indicated by real world statistics. Although 

there is rape in the real world， rape was not 

reported on television news. This indicated 
the Press might consider the feelings of sex-

ual assault victims and control coverage 

The code of broadcasting ethics established 

by the National Association of Commercial 

Broadcasters of ]apan addresses considera-
tion of crime victims' feelings. Therefore， of 

the violent crimes with severe conse-
quences， murder was likely to be reported in 

]apanese news programs. 

Meαns of violence: Non-firearms such as 
knives were the most frequently reported 

means of violence in television news 
(35.7%). There were also natural and uncon-

ventional means such as rope， but handguns 

R.eality 

News 

日出

AII 

Violent 
crlme 

Murder 

回Murder

5日開 1口口部

Figure 1 Types of crime 

。出 2口出 40同 6m耳 目0% 1日日目

Figure 2 The arrest rate in the real world 
and the rat巴 of punishment of 
non-violent reaction in the news 

were rarely reported (7.1%). According to 

crime statistics， ]anuary gun crime in Tokyo 

amounted to less than 0.4%. Therefore， the 

pattern on television news was similar to 

that in the real world. 

Punishments: The arrest rate for murder 
in the real world was much higher than the 

rate of punishment of non-violent reaction 
reported in television news (Fig. 2). 

The pattern likely caused viewers to be 

fearful of murder and overestimate its rate 

of occurrence. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study examined the characteristics 
of violence broadcast on ]apanese television 

programs. ]apanese television news broad-

casts punished violence more frequently 

than other ]apanese TV genres. This result 

is consistent with that of Horiuchi et al. 
(2006) and indicates that the violence in tele-

vision news might reduce the risk of learn-
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ing aggression more than that in other TV 

genres. Furthermore， among crimes with se-

vere consequence， murder was reported 

more frequently on the news compared with 

the real world. Moreover， punishment for 

murder was reported in television news less 

frequently than it occurs in the real world. 

This indicates that the violence in television 

news might increase the likelihood that 

viewers would view the real world nega-

tively and be fearful of becoming a crime 

victim. 

Further research is necessary to investi-

gate the effects of ]apanese news coverage 

on viewers' aggression and fear. 
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